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Customisable email disclaimers

DISCLAIMER

NoSpamProxy® offers more than email security

Keeping email disclaimers consistent and up to date is a constant challenge for IT departments. 
Their realisation still ties up resources unnecessarily or must be achieved using niche tools 
that have to be maintained as an extension of the respective email server. The secure email 
gateway NoSpamProxy solves these issues elegantly, making the purchase of additional software 
redundant.

Unlock the full potential of email disclaimers

The customisation of email disclaimers often fails due to a lack of capacity in the IT department 
which is unable to implement marketing requirements quickly. As a result, opportunities are 
likely to be missed, for example, to draw attention to events, new products or promotional offers. 
NoSpamProxy Disclaimer includes a web interface that allows marketing staff to manage, design 
and modify disclaimers autonomously. By selecting attributes from Active Directory groups it is 
possible to maintain different disclaimer texts for different teams or departments. This relieves 
the IT administration effectively, allowing the company to exploit the full advertising potential of 
email disclaimers.

The NoSpamProxy Disclaimer 
allows you to add disclaimer 
management capabilities 
to the NoSpamProxy email 
security gateway. As a result, 
NoSpamProxy customers avoid 
installing additional software 
products on their Exchange 
server.

Independent of Exchange server 
versions

The downside of many email disclaimer 
solutions installed directly on the email 
server or Exchange server is the need 
to update in the course of an Exchange 
migration. This requires a new purchase, 
reinstallation and reconfi guration. Since the 
NoSpamProxy Disclaimer runs as a stand-
alone gateway independent of the email 
server used, there is no or signifi cantly 
lower expenditure.
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A simple way to reduce the workload of your IT administration

With NoSpamProxy Disclaimer, the competition between marketing and IT departments fi nally 
comes to an end. The implementation of this important, cost-effective and powerful marketing 
instrument is no longer a source of friction. Among the benefi ts for companies is the fact that 
the IT administration is relieved of the burden of implementing marketing ideas into email 
disclaimers. The time gained can be used to advance other important projects and thus 
increases the agility of the IT department and the entire company.
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Easy-to-use web interface

NoSpamProxy Disclaimer includes a 
web interface that allows authorised 
employees, for example from the 
marketing department, to autonomously 
manage, design and modify email 
disclaimers.

Ensure legal compliance and automatically adhere to corporate policies

Many companies use the disclaimer functionality of email clients or email servers such as 
Microsoft Outlook or Microsoft Exchange. In these cases, it is the responsibility of individual users 
to correctly implement the texts and graphics specified by the corporate communications or 
marketing departments. Frequently, these texts and graphics are changed arbitrarily, resulting in 
the company not displaying a uniform corporate identity. In even more serious scenarios, clauses 
on the exclusion of liability are not adopted, possibly leading to third-party compensatory claims.

Perfect synergy between NoSpamProxy® Disclaimer, Encryption and Protection

If you use NoSpamProxy not only to create and manage email disclaimers, but also for 
the secure transfer of large files, for email encryption and for protection against spam and 
malware, you will gain added security:

Just like the management of the Disclaimer function, the modules Protection, 
Encryption and Large Files are controlled via Active Directory. This results in significantly 
reduced maintenance efforts for the individual modules and a simplified workflow for 
the administrator.

Smart integration with NoSpamProxy Protection: Sending large attachments with 
NoSpamProxy Large Files is especially useful for NoSpamProxy customers who already 
use the CDR function (Content Disarm and Reconstruction) to ensure enhanced security 
when receiving emails. For example, CDR can convert a Word file into a PDF file and 
deliver a macro-free version of the content to the recipient. When combined with 
NoSpamProxy Disclaimer, the original document can also be quarantined.

Thresholds for rejecting messages suspected of being spam or malware
can be increased if regular communication with business partners
is encrypted and signed.

Spam and malware scanning can be efficiently performed at the same gateway used 
to decrypt emails. If other solutions are used, re-routing is required, resulting in loss of 
time and performance.

The same Web Portal is used for smart attachment management, for the Content 
Disarm and Reconstruction feature as well as for the Large Files module. The handling 
of large files and different file types is equally customisable.

NoSpamProxy Disclaimer also builds on the Level of Trust technology: You can easily 
specify whether attachments from known communication partners are directly sent to 
the recipient and only attachements of unknown communication partners are added to 
the quarantine.

Additional benefits by coordinating the functionalities of the NoSpamProxy modules.

Get started quickly with templates
Use a variety of templates to quickly 
create and customise email disclaimers.

For teams and individual users

Create your custom disclaimers for 
departments, teams, one-off campaigns 
or trade fairs.

Rule-based and easy to use

Define specific conditions for the sending 
of disclaimers. 


